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Kindness is taught as well as caught in the classroom

Books are shared that illustrate kindness or what happens and how people feel 

when it is absent

Circle times are an important part of our day, allowing children to express how they 

feel about events or experiences that may have happened

Children are encouraged to help one another with simple tasks like putting on an 

apron or a bike helmet.

Kindness is celebrated and rewarded.

*The setting is well laid out ensuring that 
all children have access to resources that 

interest them and that they can access 
themselves.


* Children are encourage to care for their 
environment, being respectful of 

resources and books and are taught 
how to handle books and put away the 

things they have played with.

* Children self register and look after their 

own belongings by putting them on their 
own peg.


* Children are scaffolded with clear step 
by step instructions when changing 

clothes or putting on shoes.

* Children quickly learn and follow the 

class routines enabling them to feel 
confident round the school, ie, as they 

go for lunch or access different areas of 
the grounds.


* Children are given roles and 
responsibilities such as taking the 

register to the office or delivering a note 
to a nearby classroom.


*

* Communication is our key aim.

* Children are supported to talk through meaningful exchanges with their peers and the staff in the setting.

* Authentic conversations filled with questions and wonder are used to capture children’s interest, increase their vocabulary and 

stimulate their curiosity.

* Children who are identified as needing additional support in this area are centred upon by all staff in the setting ensuring that they 

have lots of opportunity to increase their word knowledge.

* During whole class carpet times children practice recalling others conversations, paired talk, shared talk and questioning skills

* Good listening is modelled by the adults in the setting


*”I wonder…” conversations encourage children to listen and develop their own ideas

*Regular book talk sessions where children are asked questions about the text encourage children’s processing skills.


*Adults in the setting work alongside children practicing sustained shared thinking to problem solve and extend learning.

*We practice the 5 a day rule

*We create an environment where children 

can access books, (and somebody to share 
them with)


*Topic work centres around quality story 
books, modern classics and fairy tales


*Children are taught to handle books with 
care and to cherish what’s inside.


*Information books are used to follow 
children’s fascinations. 


*Adults model curiosity.”I wonder…” 
conversations


*Fascination traps are used to enhance 
provision and capture imagination


*Adults have authentic conversations with 
children about their own interests


*Adults play alongside children to encourage  
discovery through role-playing


“Hooks” are often used to fire children’s 
imaginations and encourage them to problem 

solve.

* Adults spend time supporting interactions between children

* *Children are encouraged to notice similarities between themselves and know that being different is okay

* *Emotion coaching is used to support children expressing their likes, and dislikes, as well as their feelings .

* Children needing additional support work individually with an adult or in small group so that ideas, 

thoughts and feelings can be expressed and explored.

* Our class rules and routines support the whole school ethos

*Daily practice of key skills ensures that children leave Reception with a level of 
competency in reading, writing and number


*Children’s independent efforts are always celebrated

*Classroom routines support children in becoming familiar with the whole 

school and confident in front of  adults.

*Children are given small tasks to do as part of their journey into independence, 
things like visiting the office or taking a message to the class next door all build 

children’s confidence in themselves and their ‘can do’ attitude.


By 
the time 

Children 
leave 

Reception 
they will 

be …


